
Citizens Theatre
A Play in 4 Parts

“You have helped steer us through an extremely hard 
transition period. We are now in a really good position 
to handle our comms remotely.”

Graham Sutherland
Production Manager at the Citizens Theatre



Prologue

The Citizens Theatre got in touch with us following a recommendation. With 
several challenges, including internet connectivity, IT and an outdated telephone 
system we started a journey in 2015 that would create an infrastructure that 
would be flexible, resilient and increase their capabilities as a theatre. 

When the Citz prepared to close for refurbishment in 2018 and with over 60 staff 
relocating temporarily to home and 4 different locations throughout the city, they 
needed a solution that would keep them connected safely and securely.

Act I

The Solution

We connected the Theatre with full fibre ethernet and protected them from 
cyber-attacks by deploying our Hosted Firewall solution, KMFS (KubeNet Managed 
Firewall Service) . Built a Meraki wi-fi solution improving security and coverage and 
a game changer for the back office, production team, actors and customers. A further 
benefit of dedicated bandwidth was the ability to stream stage productions to other 
theatres globally which was both exciting and raised their profile. 

An upgrade of their IT servers was next on the agenda including Office 365 and as 
part of the IT strategy we took their back-ups from on-prem into the cloud making 
them more resilient. 

As part of the move to make them more agile and less reliant on ageing telecoms, 
we migrated them to our Hosted Telephony platform OPTIMUS increasing 
resilience and features which would prove to be valuable in 2018.
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Act II

The Refurbishment

As the Citz prepared to close for 3 years we put the action pan in place and building 
an IPVPN & Wi-Fi network across their new temporary homes at Scotland Street 
Museum, Skills Academy and The Tramway. During the installation process our 
Technical Team were consistently available, making sure the theatre was set up 
multi-site and answering any questions as and when required. 

This is when our hosted telephony solution and Office 365 came into it’s own 
ensuring that they were on-line anywhere and everywhere and making calls as if 
they were still at their spiritual home in the Gorbals.

Act III

Adapting during COVID-19

During the COVID-19 pandemic, we were able to respond quickly to the teams 
new remote working requirements. We installed Cisco AnyConnect VPN to ensure 
the team had remote access to the network. 

We also reduced the costs of monthly bills, by offering to stand down hosted 
licenses that would not be used during lockdown and reducing the costs of their 
IPVPN with a payment holiday.
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Main Features

- Gigabit Ethernet with state-of-the-art hosted Firewall

- Fully flexible and scalable hosted telephony solution

- Cost savings and increased services

- 24/7 availability and support

- Peace of mind from having all data stored in a secure, safe location

- Team resilience is greater

- Remote logins are a long-term solution
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